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Plastic Lined
Carbage Bag
Materials:
Fabric - 16” X 12”
Plastic sheeting * - 16’ X 12”

* I bought my plastic sheeting in the paint department at Home Depot

Ribbon 16” long ( 1 ½ inch wide )
Sew in Velcro
Directions:
Step 1: Cut your fabric and plastic sheeting
to each be 16” X 12”. Cut a piece of ribbon
16 inches long. Cut a piece of male and a
piece of female Velcro 1 ½” wide.

Step 2: Place right sides of the fabric and
black plastic sheeting together then sew
along the long edge (16” edge.)
Note: Don’t worry about being precise for this project . . .
remember this is going to hold garbage!



Sew along here

Folded edge

Step 3: After sewing the two
pieces together, fold the piece
with right sides together and sew
along the short edge.

Sew along here

Seam in the middle

Step 4: After sewing along the side, fold
the bag so the seam is in the middle.
Sew all the way across the bottom on
the black plastic side. Sew across the
bottom of the fabric side leaving a

space open in the middle for turning..

{
Leave opening here

:

Step 5: Square your corners and sew
them. Square corners for both the black
plastic lining and the fabric side of the bag.
Then cut the excess material off.

Sew here
This triangle
is excess

Sew handle here
on seam

Step 6 : Turn the carbage bag right side
out through the opening in the bottom.
Next push the black liner inside the fabric
bag, then sew the opening in the bottom
of the fabric closed.
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Step 7: To attach the ribbon handle, fold
the edge of the ribbon over ½” and sew
the male Velcro on one side. Repeat on
the other side of the ribbon sewing on
the female Velcro. Attach one side of
the handle by sewing it the carbage bag.
Sew Velcro here

Step 8: The ribbon on your carbage bag
should easily un-Velcro/Velcro together.
Now place your carbage bag in your car.

